Policy makers should consider allowing more freedom in Minnesota's banking industry. To assure consumers convenient and innovative banking services and to let banks compete as other financial firms already can, policy makers should loosen restrictions on new types of banking facilities, branch banking, and holding company affiliations. To further increase competition and possibly decrease the prices of bank services, they should also consider letting banks from other states locate in Minnesota.
These recommendations are based on our study of competition in Minnesota's banking industry. It suggests that even though two large multibank holding companies (MBHCs) hold about half the state's bank deposits the industry is competitive, so current government restrictions may not be necessary.
In banking as in other industries, the public is usually best served when firms are free to compete without government intervention. As firms individually try to maximize their profits, the industry as a whole provides the goods and services consumers want at the least cost. When a few firms hold a large share of the market, however, an industry could easily not be competitive. Since they're so large, the firms may not need to compete; together they could set their own high prices and offer few services in order to increase their profits.
The government has a role in any industry with the potential for this kind of noncompetitive behavior, but how much it needs to do is hard to determine. Its role could range from just monitoring prices and the availability of goods and services to explicitly limiting the size and activities of the firms. Although economic theory provides little guidance here, obviously government involvement should be more restrictive if noncompetitive behavior is detected and less if only the potential exists.
The government has restricted Minnesota's banking industry quite a bit without evidence of such behavior. The potential clearly exists here-together First Bank System and Northwest Bancorporation hold about half of the state's bank deposits-so some government involvement is needed. Without evidence of noncompetitive behavior by these two firms, though, policy makers have been limiting their activities and in some ways the activities of all banks. The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, for example, has been reluctant to let the two MBHCs acquire more banks. And the state of Minnesota has prohibited all banks from branching and severely limited the type and location of other facilities they may offer. (See box on page 7.)
This much government intervention may have been necessary if the industry was not competitive. But policy makers had no evidence of that before they restricted Minnesota's banks. Have affiliates of the two large MBHCs actually been earning a greater return than other banks by charging higher prices and offering fewer services?
Let's look at the evidence. which can be used to measure profitability are collected regularly by federal agencies. Generally, "profitability" is the measure of a firm's return on capital. In banking studies it is usually measured by the ratio of net income to bank equity. Net income is total revenue less all operating expenses, security gains and losses, and taxes; bank equity is simply assets less liabilities.
But some have argued against the net income to equity ratio as a good measure of profitability. One study, for example, showed that the federal tax on corporate income considerably alters the relationship between the size and net income of commercial banks so income before taxes should be used.
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Others have questioned whether equity is as meaningful in banking as in other industries and have suggested total assets as a more appropriate measure. Our purpose here is to compare the profitability of affiliates of Minnesota's two large MBHCs to that of other Minnesota banks, not evaluate the relative merits of profitability measures. To take these criticisms into account, however, we examine four measures of profitability: net income to equity and income before taxes to equity, net income to total assets, and income before taxes to total assets. In order to test the consistency of our results, we make these comparisons for five consecutive years (1971 through 1975) . 4 But simply comparing affiliates of the two large MBHCs to other banks may be misleading. Previous profitability studies suggest that size, location in rural or urban areas, and location in counties with or without affiliates may affect the profitability of a bank. So besides comparing all affiliates to all other banks, we make several other comparisons based on size and location.
Our results are clear: on average, affiliates of the two large MBHCs have been more profitable than other banks. Table 1 shows our results for the net income to equity measure of profitability. (The results for the other measures are substantially the same; they are not reported but are available upon request.) On average, affiliates of the two large MBHCs have had much higher profit rates than all others.
6 Banks which do not compete locally with affiliates of the two have been slightly more profitable than nonaffiliate banks in affiliate counties, but they have still been considerably less profitable than affiliate banks.
When classified by urban and rural location and then by size, affiliate banks have still been more profitable. This is true in urban areas both when the affiliates are compared to all other banks and when other banks are divided by counties with and without affiliates. With some minor exceptions, the result holds regardless of size.
The rural comparisons appear to have more significant exceptions. Although the results hold between all rural affiliates of the two large MBHCs and all other rural banks, large rural banks in counties without affiliates seem to have been much more profitable than any other banks in rural counties with affiliates-including the affiliates. Since the group of nonaffiliate large rural banks is very small, however, this does not seriously weaken the evidence that affiliates of the two large MBHCs have on average been more profitable than other banks in Minnesota. ^The profitability of banks not affiliated with the two large MBHCs could be understated because to minimize taxes stockholder-officers of family controlled or closely held banks could be realizing bank profits as higher salaries instead of as dividends. This may help explain the difference we find between small affiliate and nonaffiliate banks because small nonaffiliates are those most likely to be family controlled. But that difference could also be explained by the greater benefits of affiliation for smaller banks. And this kind of profit-understatement cannot explain the difference between large banks. The profit data alone therefore do seem to indicate that Minnesota's banking industry has not been competitive. But before drawing this conclusion, we must look at the most direct measures of noncompetitive behavior-prices and services-where these profits are supposed to be coming from.
The Best Evidence: Prices and Services 8
Most past studies of bank performance have not included bank prices (such as interest rates and service charges) or the availability of services because good data have simply not existed. Governmental agencies have not been collecting them regularly, as they have data on profitability. To study prices, researchers had to construct rough measures from bank income statements and balance sheets.
9 These price estimates are questionable because they do not take into account factors like quality, maturity, and transaction costs which vary with the many different kinds of loans and deposits banks offer. Researchers have not even had rough measures of the availability of banking services.
To look for reliable evidence that MBHC affiliates are charging higher prices and offering fewer services than other banks, we use prices and services reported directly by banks to the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis in a 1975 survey.
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These data are still somewhat limited in that they represent only one date and only a sample of rural banks n and they do not include some important bank services such as business loans. But the data are the best ever available to evaluate this question. Besides being explicit quotes from banks, they include many more prices than have ever been reported and service information never before examined.
Using these data we first compare rural banks affiliated with Minnesota's two large MBHCs to other rural Minnesota banks. Table 2 shows the results of this comparison: on average, affiliates of Minnesota's two large MBHCs have not been charging higher prices or offering fewer services than other banks. Actually, affiliate banks have charged lower interest rates for some loans, offered higher rates on some deposits, and provided more services than other banks. When tested statistically, however, most of the differences between affiliates and other banks are so small they are not statistically significant. And of those that are significant, the higher prices or fewer services are evenly divided between the two groups of banks.
If affiliates were not competing, though, this comparison may not reveal it. The average prices charged by other banks may be close to those of affiliates because they include prices of banks located in markets where affiliate banks are setting high prices for all banks in the market. We therefore also compare banks in counties with affiliates to those in counties without them.
The results, shown in Table 3 , are generally the same. On average, banks in affiliate counties have offered a mixture of lower and higher prices and more and fewer services than other banks. Again, most of the differences are small. This time only one is statistically significant, and it favors banks in affiliate counties.
Still, if the market for banking services were really the state rather than the county, the two large MBHCs could be setting their own high prices without the evidence showing in the county data either. We would see no differences in prices and services between banks in counties with and without affiliates because the affiliates were setting the prices for all banks in the market-that is, the state.
In • Difference is significant at 10% level.
Source: Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis
shown in Table 4 , are as mixed as those in the other two comparisons. On average, Minneapolis-St. Paul banks have charged some higher and some lower prices and generally have provided more services. Again, few of the differences are statistically significant, and those that are put Minnesota on the side of consumers.
Conclusion: A Competitive Banking Industry
The best data available today suggest, therefore, that even though the two MBHCs hold a large share of the market, Minnesota's banking industry has been competitive: while on average affiliates of the two large MBHCs have been earning a higher rate of return than other banks, they have not been Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System charging higher prices or offering fewer services. In fact, they may actually be more efficient than other banks since they have been more profitable while offering essentially the same services at the same prices.
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Policy Implications Current restrictions in Minnesota's banking industry are thus hard to justify. Without evidence of noncompetitive behavior, policy makers may have accidentally restricted the two large MBHCs just enough to keep them competitive, but that is highly unlikely. Instead, because of their concern about the potential for such behavior, policy makers have probably acted prematurely and too restrictively.
Federal and state policy makers should therefore seriously consider moving toward a freer banking environment. They could allow more MBHC acquisitions, some form of branch banking, and more innovative types of banking facilities. And to help prevent noncompetitive behavior, they could let banks from other states locate here.
Minnesota's bankers and consumers would both benefit from the freer environment. Bankers would be better able to compete with other financial institutions, such as savings and loan associations, which have not shared these restrictions. Consumers would be provided more convenient and innovative services; banks would be generally more responsive to consumer demands. And if affiliate banks really are more efficient than other banks, freer entry into Minnesota would turn their higher profit rates into lower prices for consumers.
As long as the potential for noncompetitive behavior exists, of course, some government involvement would be needed. The Federal Reserve System and other regulatory agencies should continue examining holding company acquisition requests and monitoring for noncompetitive practices. But government surveillance, competition from other types of financial firms, and competition from banks in other states should keep the potential from being realized.
Policy makers have been concerned about noncompetitive behavior
The potential for noncompetitive behavior in Minnesota's banking industry has developed despite an old restriction on bank expansion. Since 1923, individual banks have not been allowed to branch, which many consider the easiest way for a bank to increase its share of the market. But banks have always been allowed to pool their equity in multibank holding companies (MBHCs). As a result, two MBHCs have been able to acquire a large share of Minnesota's banking market: First Bank System and Northwest Bancorporation together hold about half of Minnesota's total bank deposits, while the next largest firm holds less than 3 percent. Affiliates of the two large firms also hold over 90 percent of all trust accounts in Minnesota and make close to 60 percent of all bank stock loans. 1 Policy makers have been concerned about the effect these two companies may have on Minnesota's banking industry. Because they hold such a large share of the market, the two may not need to compete. Instead, together they could make bigger profits by setting higher prices, offering fewer services, and generally being less responsive to consumer demands than other banks.
This concern has led to policies restricting the activities of these two companies.
The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, which has been responsible for approving holding company acquisitions since 1957, has been reluctant to let Minnesota's two large MBHCs acquire more existing banks. These companies added 95 percent of their affiliates before 1957 and have made relatively few applications for acquisitions since. Of course, the two simply may not have wanted to expand further. But that may have been partly because of the expressed Board concern about their size. For the Board has stated explicitly that concentration in Minnesota's banking industry is one of its major considerations in deciding which acquisitions to approve.
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Minnesota policy makers have also been limiting the activities of the state's two large MBHCs, mainly by refusing to allow any banks to expand in new ways.
Because they believe branching is an easier way to expand than acquiring banks, state legislators have repeatedly defeated proposals to lift the branching ban. Such a proposal was not even seriously considered until the early 1970s, when a study recommended a more liberal law.
3 This year was the first time since 1923 that any branch banking legislation even got out of committee. The Senate actually passed it, but it died in a House committee.
Electronic banking is still prohibited in Minnesota too. Twice legislators sent former Governor Wendell Anderson a bill allowing banks to establish, within well-specified locations, remote electronic banking terminals similar to those already used by other financial firms. But he vetoed it twice saying it would let the two large MBHCs increase their large share of the market. 4 This year Minnesota did loosen the restrictions on detached banking facilities. But the number each is allowed and where they can be placed are still severely limited. ^Subject to approval by the Minnesota Commissioner of Banks, any bank may establish not more than two detached facilities. They may be in the same municipality as the bank's principal office or within 5,000 feet or within 25 miles if in a municipality without a bank, with more than 10,000 population, or with 10,000 or less by consent of all banks with a principal office located there.
